Several new tools are presented for determining the number of cliques needed to (edge-)partition a graph . For a graph on n vertices, the clique partition number can grow cn z times as fast as the clique covering number, where c is at least 1/64 . If in a clique on n vertices, the edges between en° vertices are deleted, Z--a < 1, then the number of cliques needed to partition what is left is asymptotic to c 2n~; this fills in a gap between results of Wallis for a < and Pullman and Donald for a =1, c > q . Clique coverings of a clique minus a matching are also investigated .
Introduction
Only undirected graphs without loops or multiple edges are considered . The graph K" on n vertices for which every pair of distinct vertices induces an edge is called a complete graph or the clique on n vertices. If G is any graph, we call a complete subgraph of G a clique of G (we do not require that it be a maximal complete subgraph) . A clique covering of G is a set of cliques of G which together contain each edge of G at least once ; if each edge is covered exactly once we call it a clique partition . The clique covering number cc(G) of G is the smallest cardinality of any clique covering ; the clique partition number ep(G) is the smallest cardinality of a clique partition .
The question of calculating these numbers was raised in 1977 by Orlin [6] . Already in 1948 deBruijn and Erdős [2] had proved that partitioning K" into smaller cliques requires at least n cliques . Some more recent calculations motivating this study include [8] by Wallis in 1982 , where it is shown that if G has o(Vn-) vertices, then cp(K, -G) is asymptotically equal to n ; [7] by Pullman and Donald in 1981, where cp(K, -K,") is calculated exactly for M -_ 2 'n ; and in [1] by Cacceta et al . in 1985 , where it is found that at its largest cp(G) -cc(G) is asymptotic to 4n Z, where G has n vertices .
Several questions left open in these earlier papers are explored . We obtain asymptotic results for cp(K, -K-) for m in the range < m < n, connecting the results of Wallis 1982 [8] and Pullman 1981 [7] ; for example if m = cn°, i < a < 1, then cp(K" -K,,,) is asymptotic to c 2 n 2°. We apply bounds developed in this connection to bound the maximum value of cp(G)/cc(G) on graphs G with 0012-365X/88/$3 .50 © 1988, Elsevier Science Publishers B . V . (North-Holland) n vertices, showing it can grow as fast as cn 2 where c > q . We also provide simple proofs of some bounds on cc(T) where T is K" minus a matching .
. Lower bound techniques
Let G = G" be a graph with n vertices, with these vertices divided into two sets A and B with a and b elements, a + b = n . The edges of G now fall into three classes which we call "A edges", "B edges", and "connecting edges" depending as their endpoints lie both in A, both in B, or one in each . Suppose a clique in G contains more than one of the connecting edges of G ; then it must contain some A edges or B edges or both . If the number of connecting edges in G is large, there will not be enough A edges or B edges of G available to combine the connecting edges into just a few cliques . This technique is used in Theorem 3 of [7] , which says (here C + D is the graph that has vertex disjoint copies of graphs A similar strategy is used in [1] to produce a sequence of graphs G, with n vertices for which cp(G") -cc(G) is asymptotic to 4nZ.
Our goal in this section is to give several lemmas that consider cases where the cliques use more than one connecting edge . We are able to extend several existing lower bounds on clique partition numbers by this strategy .
We begin with a purely numerical lemma . Proof. If G is partitioned by q cliques and clique i has e; connecting edges, then clique i has e,(e i -1)/2 edges in side A . Then EQ_, e ; = c, and
and the result follows from Lemma 1 . F7
We thus obtain a lower bound for the clique partition number of a clique minus a clique : Theorem 1. From n , m ;1, and n * 1,
Proof. There are n -m points and Z(n -m)(n -m -1) edges in "side A" and m(n -m) connecting edges ; Lemma 2 applies . O
Here f -=g means that as n x, f /g ~ 1 .
In [7] there is a corollary of Theorem 3 which gives an exact formula :
cp(K" -Km) = i(n -m)(3m -n + 1) when n > m , 2(n -e) (where e = 0 for n -m odd, e = 1 otherwise) . Our result is not as good as theirs for m > Zn (for example, for n =12, m = 8, c = 3, we get cp(G) > 23 and they get cp(G) = 26) but our result gives some indication of the value of cp(K" -K,,) even if m = cn is a small fraction of n. Wallis has told us that Rose, a student of Pullman, has obtained exact results for m < 2n ; we have not seen these independent results .
In a sense, our result fails to be tight for two reasons : (1) there may be cliques using no connecting edges, if m is small . (2) Lemma 1 uses an averaging process : in actual practice no clique can have a fractional number of edges, so the e; are not normally equal in a minimal partition .
Corollary 2. If 2 < a < 1 and m = cn°, then for n large enough cp (K" -Km ) (n -cn°) c 2 n z°/ (n -1) _ C2n 2°, This result will be discussed further once the corresponding upper bound is found, in Section 4 .
We now turn to results that apply if there are edges in both `sides' of G . The first pair of lemmas are useful when the cliques involved are typically very small . 
=s-u-v-min(u,v) . Since cc(G,) = 4 (each of the 4 cliques covers A and one clique of B, a total of 2n + ;n vertices), we conclude that
It follows that cp(G,)/cc(G") can exceed cn`where c can be at least 64 .
Lemma 3 is wasteful when the number of clique covering connecting edges is large (it is exact only for KZ, K,,j , and for K4 and K S when they have exactly two vertices on one side) . Here is another approach useful when one or both sides of some connecting cliques are moderately large . Lemma The use of Lemma 5 is somewhat tricky ; it is included primarily because it allows us to cope with the following example . Example 2 . Dom de Caen asked (question communicated to us orally by Pullman and by Wallis) about the clique partition number of the graph G 3" composed of three copies of K" with all vertices in the second copy joined to all vertices in the first and third (in our notation, loosely, K" + K" + K") . In particular, does it grow proportionally to n 2? We can prove that it does . The right hand side of the above inequality, considered as a function of m, has a maximum when m = 6 (m must be an integer) . Therefore, q > 2n'/ 125 .
Thus de Caen's conjecture that this graph has a fast-growing clique partition number is correct . However, our methods do not establish a large enough value of cp(G3 ") to suggest that cp(G3")/cc(G3") grows as fast as in Example 1 . Of course, in neither case have we established an exact value for cp(G) ; we have only a lower bound .
. Upper bounds for a clique minus a clique and cp/cc
Here we modify a strategy used in [8] to provide an upper bound for some of the clique partition numbers bounded below in Section 2 .
Theorem 2 . If m = f (n) and for large enough n, < m < n, then cp(K" -Km ) < m 2 + o(m2 ) .
Proof. Let p be a prime power at most slightly larger than m ; there are constants and therefore c > za . By [7] Ka -K c can be partitioned by exactly Z(a -c)(3c -a + 1) cliques . Also, there are (a -c)c edges between K, and Kay (the clique with vertices in Ka not in Kj We will consider two clique partitions of G : (1) a clique partition of Ka -K, along with the clique K,,, and (2) the edges between K, and K_ along with the clique Kb and K,,_,. . If either of these partitions has at most sn 2 elements, the proof is complete . Thus, we need one of the following inequalities to hold .
The inequality (2) is satisfied for Ix -ón I --2, and the inequality (1) show that cp(T) , n for n , 8 and that asymptotically, cp(T") < n log log n . The last upper bound is proved by methods strikingly similar to those in the previous section .
We here offer bounds on cc(T") obtained by methods motivated by the heuristic discussion in [6] . These results are less precise than those in [5] , but may be easier to visualize .
In order to discuss clique coverings of T, we need some notation for the vertices . Suppose m = Zn ; T will be considered to have vertices a ; and b i for i = 1, . . . , m . All edges are present except the edges from a, to b, for i = l, . . . , m . Note that no clique in a covering can contain an a; and the corresponding bi but that there must be cliques containing each a,, b; pair with i j as well as ones containing each a i , a; pair and each b i , b; pair .
Theorem 3 . For all n, cc(T) , (log n) -1 .
Proof . Clearly T cannot be covered by one clique . Given i j, there must be a clique in the covering containing ai and b ;; that clique cannot also contain a, . Hence, for each i # j, there is a clique containing ai but not a; . But it thus follows easily that there are at least log(zn) cliques . (There is a clique containing a, but not az . Since there are zn ai 's, this clique either includes at least ;n ai's or excludes at least 1 n ai 's . Choose the larger such set-the included or excluded ai's-and find a clique separating two of them . Continue log( 2 n) times) .
